
Hello to all of our partners,
Desert Stars participants have been working in these past months harder than the
whole outdoor period put together.
Our diligent students are attending the Ben Gurion University every single day and
dealing with the complicated studies. It is not easy but we are proud and touched to
watch them move on with great determination and do their best to apply what they
have learned in the outdoor period – “nothing is impossible”.

In parallel to the intensive studying, 
our students are experiencing various social activities such as:
1. The students of the “Melach Haretz”Pre-Army Mechinah have been our
guests not long ago. During their visit they spent time with our students, while
breaking through mutual stigmas and having a genuine and honest
conversation on the delicate state of Israeli society, all in order to lead an active
change for a better future. The students of the mechinah also invited our
“stars” to come and pay them a visit in the near future.
2. Lately we have started cooperation with the “Tziuney Derech” organization,
in which we couple Jewish students, studying for their BA, with the Desert Stars
students. This is an eye level activity and both sides are benefited. The
university students aid ours with their home work and with adjusting to the
academic world. Our students, in their turn, introduce the Bedouin culture and
tradition, and the Arabic language, to the university students.
3. Given that the elections are taking place very soon, we have conducted
wide range activities in order to learn about democracy at large and about the
different parties. Our students have participated in various events attended by
representatives of the whole of the political spectrum. Moreover, our students
participated in personal sessions with a number of politicians such as: Former
Education Minister – Shai Piron, Zoher Bahalul, Knesset Member Dov Chanin.

It is important to state that we
as an organization are also
going through a learning
process. Through their
challenges we are learning how
to handle the next cohorts in
the best way possible. We are
improving our assessment and
preparation process in order for
our next cohorts will come
more prepared and ready for
the academic challenge.

We are delighted to inform
you that we are in the midst
of advanced recruitment for
the two additional cohorts –
the 3rd cohort of 11th graders
and the 4th cohort of 10th

graders. We are very happy to
receive such great feedback
from the community, as we
see the enthusiasm of the
applicants. We are expecting a
large attendance in the sorting
seminars taking place during
April – May.

Their progress is exceptional. There is still a
long way to go, as mentioned above, but
equation after equation, essay after essay,
they move on in progress while increasing
the belief in their learning capabilities, and
while dealing with the challenges standing
before them.
We( Desert Stars organization) support them
in every way possible, but in the end of the
day they already know that:

the responsibility is their own. 

We will continue to update you as much as possible.

Best regards,

Matan yaffe on behalf of the Desert Stars’ staff


